Welcome to the Docker weekly newsletter, a quick look at the latest content published about Docker and the agenda for the upcoming weeks.

Today, we’re thrilled to announce that the creators of Orchard and Fig – two of the most polished and exciting projects to come out of the Docker ecosystem – are joining Docker.

Thank you,
The Docker Team

News articles and Blog posts

Orchard is joining Docker by Orchard

Multiple Mesos build configurations using Docker by Isabel Jimenez

Docker makes its move, acquires Orchard in a sign of things to come by Ben Kepes

Docker acquires Orchard Laboratories to beef up its tool collection by Jonathan Vanian

Docker acquires Orchard Labs by Chris Swan

Docker buys Orchard, a 2-man startup with a cloud service for running Docker-friendly apps by Jordan Novet

Docker acquires Orchard in a sign of rising ambitions by Serdar Yegulalp

Customizing the configuration of the WildFly Docker image by Marek Goldmann

Two “shipping” ways of using Docker by Perficient

Docker-JVM miz is new magic blend in the Java-ecosystem by JAXenter

Secure provisioning of Docker containers by Nicholas Clements

Docker Containers Take on VM, shipping on Google App Engine by Rodrigo Garcia da Silva
Don’t believe false alarms about Docker containers by David Linthicum

How to run Docker on Cloudsigma by Viktor Petersson

Docker + stackato: The perfect workload portability solution by Bernard Golden

Docker security with SELinux by Daniel Walsh

Docker: A Software as a Service, Operating System-Level Virtualization Framework by John Fink

MS Open Tech with Packer.io, OpenNebula, Docker, Kubernetes - all on Microsoft Azure by Microsoft Open Tech

Create and Run Tutum Docker Containers with Bash by Dmitriy Akulov

How to build a Jenkins Master by Luke Woydziak

Understanding the Docker cache for faster builds by John Minnihan

JVM plus Docker: Better together by Paul Krill

Deploy a PHP app with Docker, Nginx, FPM and CentOS SCL by Enalean

Logging with the WildFly Docker image by Marek Goldmann

Docker networking: How Linux containers will change your network by Shamus McGillicuddy

Building Komodo with Docker by Nathan Rijken

Getting Started with Docker by Arun Gupta

Configuring Docker with PowerShell DSC by TechNet

The biggest technology disruption you’ll see this year: Docker 1.0 by Opsbot

Videos, Slides and Tutorials

Is it safe to run applications in Linux Containers? by Jérôme Petazzoni

Docker in production by Jérôme Petazzoni

Containers and Hadoop by Dinesh Subhraveti

Ship it with Docker by Xavier Larrakoetxea
Upcoming Events

Online

Jul 29th: Online Meetup #3: Docker in production

North America

Jul 23rd: Docker OSCON Meetup at New Relic (Portland, OR)

Jul 24th: Docker Meetup with AWS Elastic Beanstalk (San Francisco, CA)

Jul 24th: Docker Meetup at Box (Los Altos, CA)

Jul 28th: Docker talk at Rackspace Solve (San Francisco, CA)

Jul 28th: Docker Meetup at Society (Denver, CO)

Jul 28th: Docker talk at SADevOps User Group (San Antonio, TX)

Jul 28th: Docker talk at Seattle AWS Architects and Engineers (Seattle, WA)

Jul 30th: Docker Meetup at Akamai (Boston, MA)

Jul 30th: Docker talk at SF-DevOps (San Francisco, CA)

Jul 30th: Docker talk at Defense in Depth 2014 (McLean, VA)

Jul 31st: Docker Meetup at Red Hat (Raleigh, NC)

Aug 1st: Docker talk at WORK Petaluma (Petaluma, CA)

Aug 2-3rd: Docker at YC Hacks (Mountain View, CA)

Aug 4th: Docker talk at SF DevOps (San Francisco, CA)

Aug 6th: Docker Meetup at Madrona Ventures (Seattle, WA)

Aug 7th: Docker talk at Polyglot Programming DC (Washington, DC)

Aug 12th: Docker talk at “Building for the Web” (San Juan, Puerto Rico)

Aug 12th: Docker talk at Makelab Charleston Meetup (Charleston, SC)

Aug 12th: Docker Meetup at OpDemand (Boulder, CO)

Aug 20th: Docker talk at LinuxCon (Chicago, IL)
Aug 20th: [Docker, Cloud Foundry and BOSH](http://example.com) (Santa Clara, CA)

**Europe**

Jul 23rd: [Docker talk at europython 2014](http://example.com) (Berlin, Germany)

Jul 24th: [Docker workshop at Itnig](http://example.com) (Barcelona, Spain)

Jul 30th: [Docker talk at DevClub.eu Meetup](http://example.com) (Tallinn, Estonia)

Aug 12th: [Docker Meetup at Google Campus TLV](http://example.com) (Tel Aviv, Israel)

Aug 14th: [Docker talk at the London PaaS User Group](http://example.com) (London, UK)

Sep 8th: [Docker Meetup at betahaus 2.0](http://example.com) (Hamburg, Germany)

**Asia**

Jul 27th: [Docker Meetup at Directiplex](http://example.com) (Mumbai, India)

Jul 28th: [Docker Meetup at the A_space Gallery](http://example.com) (Manila, Philippines)

Aug 9th: [Docker Meetup #6](http://example.com) (Bangalore, India)

Aug 14th: [Docker talk at PaaS Meetup](http://example.com) (Taipei, Taiwan)

**Oceania:**

Jul 28th: [Docker talk at the Brisbane Ruby User Group](http://example.com) (Brisbane, Australia)

**Docker Meetup groups**

To find out if there is already a Docker meetup group that exists in your area, please visit [this page](http://example.com).

If you want to create a new Docker meetup in your city, we will be happy to help: [follow the guide](http://example.com).

Docker is always looking for new venues to host meetups. If your company is willing to host a meetup or workshop, please contact us at [meetup@docker.com](mailto:meetup@docker.com)

**Docker Job openings**

Do you want to get involved in an exciting open source project? Are you already using Docker and contributing to the project on Github? Are you convinced that Docker containers are the future of lightweight virtualization and easy application deployment? Then join our engineering team! Follow [this link](http://example.com) to find out about our job openings.
Get in Touch

If you have any feedback, or ideas for future newsletters please send them to @Docker
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